
PRIVATE 
TRAVEL





There is no more elegant way to arrive at your 
destination than by helicopter. We have years of 
experience providing luxury helicopter charters 
across the whole of the UK and Ireland. 

A helicopter charter allows you to travel quickly 
and stress-free while avoiding delays. It can 
increase productivity, enabling you to visit 
multiple locations in a single day.

with GB Helicopters

Travelling in style



The most 
convenient 
way to travel



Executive helicopters enjoy a significant benefit in their 

ability to land and take off from convenient locations 

close to your home or departure site. With the potential 

to land directly at your destination, you can save vast 

amounts of time when travelling by helicopter.

Travelling door-to-door



AW109SP

The leading choice for corporate and 

VIP travel. Full leather interior with a 

soundproofed cabin allows you to relax and 

take in the amazing views from its four large 

windows.

Beyond first class



Up to 6 passengers

330NM

150KTS

2hr30min

Range:

Cruise Speed:

Endurance:



AS355N/NP

Renowned for its high levels of safety, luxury and 

efficiency, the AS355 is a premium choice for 

refined charter flights. 

Configured with four plush leather, forward 

facing seats in the rear and boasting large 

unobstructed windows; the AS355 is a perfect 

choice to admire the breath taking panoramic 

views of the British countryside as you fly to your 

chosen destination. 

The AS355 is a light, twin-engine helicopter 

that combines good cruise speed and excellent 

endurance. This makes it perfect for attending 

business meetings, taking a leisurely trip or 

choosing to fly into one of the UK’s major events.

Iconic Luxury Travel



Up to 5 passengers

395NM

120KTS

3hr00min

Range:

Cruise Speed:

Endurance:



H125

With an outstanding safety record, this is 

one of the most powerful light helicopters 

available. It excels at passenger transport, 

providing a smooth flight for up to five 

passengers.

The H125 is a high-performance aircraft that 

doesn’t compromise on comfort. It has four 

forward facing seats in the rear and one up 

front that are all fitted with state-of-the-art 

Bose noise-cancelling headsets.

A Leader in its Class



Up to 5 passengers

290NM

135KTS

3hr00min

Range:

Cruise Speed:

Endurance:



B429

Created with the perfect combination of 

safety, durability and luxury. The B429 

supports a magnitude of benefits; it boasts 

exceptionally large sliding doors allowing 

ease of access. While its large baggage area 

provides room for all your essentials. 

Additionally, the spacious 5-seat cabin 

provides ample legroom and is finished 

with high-end tan leather, assuring superior 

comfort throughtout your flight.

Refined Travel



Up to 5 passengers

300NM

140KTS

2hr10min

Range:

Cruise Speed:

Endurance:



H155

The gold standard for helicopter charter, the 

H155 has a level of luxury on par with that 

of a private jet. It offers the smoothest and 

quietest ride available in its class.

Epitomy of Luxury



Up to 6 passengers

426NM

155KTS

2hr45min

Range:

Cruise Speed:

Endurance:



PRIVATE JET

Our private jet charter service can provide 

convenient and swift access to business 

opportunities worldwide. Directors and 

chief executives can meet tight schedules 

and often complete multiple meetings or 

conference in different countries. 

Boasting a wealth of experience in the 

private aviation industry and holding well-

established relations with jet operators, our 

dedicated team are also able to assist any

requirements you have for your worldwide 

travel plans.

Taking Luxury Further



Our helicopter charter service interlines perfectly 

with flying by private jet. It allows for speedy airside 

check-ins and provides maximum flexibility for 

your travel arrangements. We can also provide you 

with timely airport transfers, allowing you complete 

convenience in continuing your onward journey.



Getting you 
there in 
perfect
style.



Contact Us
If you would like a no-obligation quotation, please could 

you include the following details, and our Operations Team 

will be only too happy to assist you:

 » Preferred pickup/drop off location(s)

 » Date(s)

 » Time(s)

 » Number of passengers

 » Contact details

Email us at ops@gbhelicopters.com or call 0800 030 4105

@gbhelicopters
gbhelicopters.com




